
What is the Tech 
Talent Charter? 

(And why does my 
employer share D&I data 
with them?)
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Video: ‘What is the TTC?’

Companies sign up to 
be part of the TTC and 
work together with 
TTC and other 
member organisations 
on D&I problems, 
ideas and solutions. 
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Tech Talent Charter 
(TTC) is a non-profit 
organisation that helps 
UK companies to 
improve diversity and 
inclusion in tech.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBAMunXXioQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBAMunXXioQ
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TTC helps companies by creating free D&I 
resources and making them available to 
people and organisations that would like to 
use them.

The main free resources we provide are:

- An annual D&I report
- A free and constantly updated D&I toolkit
- Free events for employers and employees 

to explore D&I questions in collaboration 
with other businesses.
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https://www.techtalentcharter.co.uk/toolkit
https://www.techtalentcharter.co.uk/toolkit
https://www.techtalentcharter.co.uk/events
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Each year TTC produces a Diversity in Tech Report

The Diversity in Tech report uses data 
from all the TTC member organisations 
to create new insights about their 
approaches, challenges and solutions 
to diversity and inclusion issues. 

When an organisation joins the TTC, 
they commit to filling out a survey 
once a year to share information with 
us so that TTC can create our annual 
report. 

https://report.techtalentcharter.co.uk/diversity-in-tech-2021
https://report.techtalentcharter.co.uk/diversity-in-tech-2021
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WHEN

HOW

WHY

The Data Contact at your organisation will submit all the data 
to the TTC through an online survey. 

The data collection window will be open from 12th July to 6th 
October 2022. The data can have been collected from 1st 
March 2022 and 6th October 2022. 

The data you share helps form one of the broadest most 
up-to-date datasets of this type. Last year our dataset covered 
for 200k tech employees at 580 organisations.

From the data, TTC was able to produce free benchmarking 
tools to help companies compare their progress, validate 
internal policies, and ultimately improve their efforts. 

Being a Signatory means you are being accountable to your 
D&I efforts and, by sharing your data, you are also helping 
other organisations to learn and improve.

WHO
One of the four pledges of a TTC member - we call our 
members ‘Signatories’ - is to measure their employee diversity 
and share it with TTC. Every organisation must make an 
annual data submission in order to remain a Signatory. 

Collecting D&I data from Signatories
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HELP
Please contact the Data or Principal contact at your 
organisation if you have any queries about the questions 
you’re asked. You can find out who they are here. 

WHAT

The list of survey questions can be found here.. 
There are mandatory sections on gender, ethnicity and your 
data collection processes and optional questions on Tech 
Skills and Career Paths. 

The data shared with TTC is anonymised and aggregated - no 
personal information is shared.

https://share.hsforms.com/11pPK0dPTS4mhiwYXPlLgHQ219x7?__hstc=72802956.cff96a6ff561e8ba9b6d631ddf836896.1656941648035.1656963075676.1656966857372.4&__hssc=72802956.2.1656966857372&__hsfp=2866959907
https://www.techtalentcharter.co.uk/annual-data-collection-info-2022?hs_preview=cenWxzDp-77646252916
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● To help your employer measure whether their investment in 
certain efforts is working and make policy decisions that benefit 
you

● To help your employer understand how to support you to feel 
included

● By submitting data and continuing to be a Signatory, your 
organisation can benchmark their progress against others and 
access resources to continue their D&I journey.

● Be a part of something bigger: a movement to make meaningful 
change happen across the entire tech ecosystem.

● To help hold your employer accountable to making 
improvements

As an employee, why should I fill out a D&I 
survey?
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How does TTC use my data?

● We do not collect any personal information.
● We ask your company to provide D&I data as 

aggregated numbers so we cannot identify 
individuals.

● When we produce our diversity report, we 
group data together where there are small 
sample sizes to protect anonymity.

● We do not share, sell or use the D&I data from 
our Signatories for any other purpose than our 
D&I work. 
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Slide courtesy of Business in the Community

The business case for diversity is clear
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Diverse organisations perform better, have higher 
employee satisfaction, better financial returns, and 
are more innovative. D&I reputation can also affect 
the decisions of stakeholders and future talent. 

https://www.bitc.org.uk/fact-sheet/the-business-case-for-diversity/
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/featured%20insights/diversity%20and%20inclusion/diversity%20wins%20how%20inclusion%20matters/diversity-wins-how-inclusion-matters-vf.pdf
https://www.pwc.co.uk/human-resource-services/assets/documents/diversity-and-inclusion-reputation-2017.pdf
https://www.pwc.co.uk/human-resource-services/assets/documents/diversity-and-inclusion-reputation-2017.pdf
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We recognise that only through 
working together, with trust and 
accountability, can any real 
change happen.

Thank you in advance for your 
contribution and being a part of 
this effort.   


